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the new exfo ftb-200 family of optical test instruments is the culmination of exfos experience, partnering with renowned oems and global operators to build the optical test and monitoring solution that supports the data center and telco industry. exfos offering is not a replacement for the traditional service

assurance tools currently used by mnos, morin said. rather, it provides the network operator with the capability to automatically understand the behavior of the m2m connection and determine the impact that this will have on the core network. the core network is the logical backbone of the network, which is often
the place where congestion can occur and cause a loss of connectivity. this is where this technology can be useful, and in the future, we would see more services that are delivered across the edge. exfos offering is a cloud-based solution that is delivered through a vendor-agnostic cloud. this is different from other
solutions that are deployed by the carrier, which are often provider-specific and would require a carrier to build their own solution. exfo said it is in talks with a number of mnos to provide them with a sample of the solution to validate its capabilities, and it plans to provide a public offering early next year. it is also

looking to work with mnos who want to deploy 5g sa in a first-to-market situation, such as those that are launching 5g sa in a city where the 5g network is not yet available.
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as the world prepares to go mobile in preparation for the 5g era, service providers are looking to speed up and improve their networks. exfo, the world leader in performance and service assurance for mobile networks, has just released the ftb-1, the world's first expert test platform for mobile network testing. exfos
innovative, cloud-native approach to service assurance combines source-agnostic testing and near-real-time analytics to deliver on enterprise service level agreements. its adaptive approach seamlessly integrates into legacy and new 5g systems, providing a single, unified view of customer experience, device and

network performance. the opportunity to generate revenues from 5g sa lies in automated networks, which means service providers must deliver on enterprise service level agreements. this survey with heavy reading reinforces what we hear regularly from our customers: mobile network operators want greater
service assurance and analytics to deliver actionable insights into network performance and user experience, saidphilippe morin, ceo at exfo. this is where exfos unique, adaptive approach to service assurance comes into play. by taking a source-agnostic approach to data collection and analytics, combined with a

fully cloud-native architecture, our service assurance platform integrates with legacy and new 5g systems to provide a unified, end-to-end view of customer experience, device and network performance. 5ec8ef588b
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